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does not “cycle” but social systems do exhibit regularities that need to be understood and can be referred to, metaphorically, as
cycles, or waves though in fact they be signals of non-linear, S-shaped growth surges; the ‘edge of chaos’ regime stands for a region
of movement and even turbulence that generates novelty and the possibility of evolutionary change. The social sciences identify
systems whose understanding is called for – such as the global polity as an emergent property of the world system – and processes
that shape and reshape such systems in patterns of discernible regularity that resemble learning.
Why is it important to insist on the correct usage of a key term such an empire, and why should others than political scientists
care about that? It matters because empires tend to respond to crises differently from modern nation-states ﬁlling the role of
global leadership. The ﬁnancial crisis of 2008–9 is a case in point. The rupture in the ﬁnancial system, both in the United States, and
elsewhere proved to be severe, possibly the worst since the Great Depression of 1929–33, but at this time of writing (July 2010) it
appears under control by ﬂexible and adaptable national and international interventions. The current global political system –
which is still one of global leadership though due for an overhaul in the foreseeable future – has weathered the crisis. The United
States' position in the world system has weakened somewhat but there has been no collapse.
“Not long after such crises happen, historians arrive on the scene.” Niall Ferguson indeed has arrived on the scene, warning of
another ﬁnancial Armageddon, and voicing concern over the war in Afghanistan. These are important problems but they are also at
the center of public scrutiny and unlikely to surprise. An imminent replay of the ﬁnancial turmoil of two years ago in the shape of a
deﬁcit-induced collapse does not seem at this time to be probable. The problems in Afghanistan are no doubt serious (most of the
cases of collapse in footnote 1 were precipitated by war) and do require great care. But systems of global leadership have proved
resilient in the past, and most importantly, they are also open to evolutionary change, that is, in the long-run, toward better global
governance than old-fangled empire.
4. In closing
The United States does not preside over a world empire because in its continuing encounter with the world system it has stood,
since 1945, for a modern, adaptable, forward-looking, and fundamentally democratic approach to global organization. That latter
characteristic continues to show a degree of democratic deﬁcit, but its proclivity for international cooperation has been high, and
its coalition-handling superior to its competitors. Like Britain in its pre-Victorian days it is network-oriented, inclining at times to
the temptations of ‘informal empire’ but in its basically non-imperial organization capable of responding ﬂexibly to international
crises. It need not be frightened of ‘the edge of chaos’. That is why predictions of a complex system collapse are less relevant than in
respect of empires. And its proper name is global leadership, an evolutionary, and therefore transitional form capable of adaptation
and self-transformation in response to mounting global problems.
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On Niall Ferguson's “Complexity and Collapse”
Theodore Modis⁎

1. A special lens
Ferguson presents a refreshing new look through which empires can be seen ending discontinuously and abruptly rather than
slowly and smoothly as they came into existence. But he has a particular way of looking at things and perception, as he correctly
points out, plays a crucial role. For example, the declines of the Roman Empire and the USSR can be equally well–if not better–seen
through an opposite lens.
“Through this lens,” Ferguson argues, “Rome's fall was sudden and dramatic”. But Rome fell in 476 whereas civil war had
become a recurring problem there already in 180 and barbarian invasions or migrations had become endemic in the 3rd and 4th
centuries. He similarly sees USSR's dismantling as abrupt via his lens. But USSR's end can appear smooth and predictable via an
ordinary natural-growth approach as follows.
The perception of a state's well being is not necessarily best reﬂected on the size of its economy. USSR's enormous nuclear
arsenal was considered a handicap by most people in 1985. The zenith of the USSR–by popular perception–had been reached much
earlier in 1957 when the ﬁrst satellite ever, SPUTNIK, circled the earth putting to shame the US, the world's most afﬂuent and
technologically advanced country. But from then onward, the USSR began losing ground indisputably, ﬁrst with the Cuba crisis
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(1962) and then with the moon race (1969) that was doomed for lack of funds. The Soviets could not afford adequate testing of
their superior rocket, and it exploded during the critical launch.
An astute observer in 1969 could have noticed that with a beginning in 1917 and an apogee in 1957, a life cycle being
symmetric to a ﬁrst approximation could herald a death for USSR by 1997. A more sophisticated observer could have incorporated
the large chaotic ﬂuctuations that generally appear during the early and late stages of any natural-growth process and thus expect
large abrupt changes in the USSR during the several years preceding 1997. In this light USSR's withdrawal from Afghanistan and
the fall of the Berlin Wall hardly deserve characterizations as “mirabilis”.
2. Fashionable science
Chaos, complexity, and adaptive systems became fashionable in the late 20th century but they do not necessarily ﬁt all
situations. Ferguson is ready to throw all previous approaches in the dustbin (some of which were classics like Keynes, Darwin,
and Adam Smith) in favor of the new doctrine. But as the advent of quantum mechanics did not diminish in any way the usefulness
and effectiveness of classical physics so do logistic growth and the more general Volterra–Lotka equations continue proving
effective in modeling markets, products, and the dynamics of “species” growing in competition.
The generalized Volterra–Lotka formulation can account for all types of interference between competing species. One might
justiﬁably expect that in its full generality, the formulation in a discrete form, with cross terms to account for all interrelations
between competing species, would give a complete picture, in which growth, chaos, self-organization, complex adaptive systems,
and many other trendy academic pastimes ensue as special cases.
The Mayans did not have to end up in a catastrophic collapse, which is only one of the possible solutions of the Volterra–Lotka
system of equations. Other solutions include symbiotic and predator–prey relationships both of which yield stable, if cyclical
survival. Just as a rabbit population stabilizes around the maximum number of individuals its eco-niche can accommodate, so the
Mayans could have ended up with a different less catastrophic fate. They may have been unlucky or they may have not successfully
put to work the “adaptive” aspect of their complex adaptive system.
Ferguson makes the statement “neither interest rates at zero nor ﬁscal stimulus can achieve a sustainable recovery if people in
the United States and abroad collectively decide, overnight, that such measures will lead to much higher inﬂation rates or
outright default.” This may be true but one may be tempted to replace “collectively decide, overnight” with collectively adapt,
progressively” and end up with no catastrophe, because both alternatives are solutions of the Volterra–Lotka system of
equations.
3. Chaos and order
A state of chaos is not a permanent condition. Chaotic ﬂuctuations appear in the beginning and at the end of a natural-growth
process. The middle rapid-growth phase is rather orderly. It has been demonstrated both with theory and case studies that
successive growth steps–typical of sustained growth–are characterized by an alternation between chaos and order [1–4]. One
example of such alternation between chaos and order is shown in the ﬁgure below (Fig. 1).
It can be seen that singular events such as the economic collapse triggered by the stock-market crash of 1929 and WWII
correlate to larger ﬂuctuations in the ﬁgure. More interestingly, the stagnating periods 1920–1940 and 1980–2000 characterized
by chaotic ﬂuctuations coincide with the saturation of many large industrialization growth processes. Combining data from works
by C. Marchetti, N. Nakicenovic, A. Grubler, and myself I was able to document 44 industrialization processes worldwide–mostly
concerning the construction of infrastructures and the substitution and diffusion of technologies–all of which reached their ceiling
in one of these two chaotic periods [5–7].
It makes sense that the origins of recent outbursts in complexity and chaos in western economies that Ferguson is concerned
about are linked to natural-growth processes reaching their ceilings.
4. The Greek crisis
The Greek ﬁscal crisis cannot be blamed on investors' speculative tactics. Yes, markets and governments constitute a feedback
loop whereby crises make investors demand higher interest rates that exacerbate the crises, but the Greek crisis has cultural roots
and originated well before investors came into the picture. And assuming collapse will eventually be avoided, the ensued political
crisis may constitute Greece's only chance for escaping from an eternal developing-country status. No smooth alternative existed
for Greeks to “shape up”. An ancient Greek proverb says there is no bad without some good in it. This crisis could be a blessing in
disguise for Greeks.
5. In conclusion
As much as Ferguson's lens may throw new light in our understanding of complex political and economic structures, classifying
a system as wholly nondeterministic is of little use to us as a guide on how to act. Moreover, it represents only one of the many
possible solutions of the system as described by the Volterra–Lotka equations. Other solutions predict smoother evolutions for
which the future can be anticipated, appropriate strategies can be set, and actions can be taken. Dinosaurs lived “on the edge of
chaos” for quite some time (had grown too big for their own good, partook in an “imperial overstretch” and a ﬁnal collapse due to a
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Fig. 1. Raw data (thick black line) and two logistic ﬁts (thin lines). The intermittent line is a suggestion for a future scenario. The yearly data points cover up to the
beginning of 2009. Data source: Statistical Abstract of the United States, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

meteorite collision or otherwise). In any case it is questionable how much could have been done to avert a fate of extinction by any
intelligent agent at the time. It remains that dinosaurs achieved an enviable life span.
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